Abstract This paper examines a model of optimal growth where the aggregation of two separate well behaved and concave production technologies exhibits a basic non-convexity. First, we consider the case of strictly concave utility function: when the discount rate is either low enough or high enough, there will be one steady state toward which the convergence of the optimal path is monotone and asymptotic. When the discount rate is in some intermediate range, we will find sufficient conditions for having either one equilibrium or multiple equilibria steady state. Depending to whether the initial capital per capita is located with respect to a critical value, we show that the optimal paths monotonically converge to one single appropriate equilibrium steady state. Second, we consider the case of linear utility and provide sufficient conditions to have either unique or two steady states when the discount rate is in some intermediate range. In this range, we give conditions under which the above critical value might not exist, and the economy attains one steady state in finite time, then stays at the other steady state afterward. P. Michel passed away when this research was completed. This paper is dedicated to his memory as a friend and colleague. N. M. Hung and C. Le Van thank the referee for vey helpful remarks and criticisms. They are grateful to Takashi Kamihigashi for very fruitful discussions. They also thank J.-F. Leclerc for editing the final version of this paper. N. M. Hung (B) Département d'économique,
Introduction
Problems in the one-sector optimal economic growth model where the production technology exhibits increasing return at first and decreasing return to scale afterward have received earlier attention. Skiba (1978) , examined this convex-concave technology in continuous time and provided some results, which were further extended rigorously in Majumdar and Mitra (1982) for a discrete time setting. Further, Majumdar and Nermuth (1982) considered irreversible investment and arbitrary increasing production function which is twice continuous and differentiable.
With a convex-concave technology giving rise to S-shaped production functions, the time discount rate plays an important role: when the future utility is heavily discounted, the optimal program converges monotonically to the "low" steady state-the extinction corresponding to a degenerated state characterized by vanishing long run capital stock-while in the opposite case, it tends in the long run to the optimal steady state, usually referred to as the Modified Golden Rule (MGR). If the rate of interest falls into an intermediate range of future discounting, the convergence now depends upon the initial stock of capital (see, e.g. Dechert and Nishimura 1983). Further, Majumdar and Mitra (1983) examined these questions in optimal growth model with a linear utility function while Mitra and Ray (1984) considered nonsmooth technologies and showed that any optimal path approaches asymptotically the set of steady states. Recently, Kamihigashi and Roy (2006) generalized to production functions which are increasing and upper semi-continuous. They obtained for the case of linear utility that any optimal path, which is strictly monotone, either converges to zero or reaches a positive steady state in finite time and possibly jumps among different steady states. Furthermore, Kamihigashi and Roy (2007) gave general conditions in a Nonsmooth, Nonconvex model of optimal growth to have a steady state, to obtain that an optimal path converges either to zero or to a well determined steady state, or to infinity.
In the present paper, we put emphasis on the existence of many technology-blueprint books, where each technology is well behaved and strictly concave, but the aggregation of theses technologies gives rise to some local non-convex range. To get in touch with a real problem akin to what we are studying, consider an economy with two technology possibilities. The α-technology requires less infrastructure expenditure such as investment in roads and highways and provides at the low range of capital labor ratio a higher production, thus higher consumption possibility than the β-technology. Alternatively, the β-technology requires heavy infrastructure investment, allows less production at the low range of capital labor ratio but a much greater production at high range of capital labor ratio. Intuitively, which technology would be relevant depends upon how the economy is initially endowed with capital and labor, and how their inhabitants evaluate the present consumption relative to future consumption.
For the purpose of expositional simplicity, consider two Cobb-Douglas technologies-mutually exclusive for reason of some setup technological cost-
